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The University of Notre Dame announces the conferring of: 
The Degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa, on: 
Most Reverend Allen J. Babcock, of Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Mr. Harold S. Vance, of South Bend, Indiana 
Honorable Ernest E. L. Hammer, of New York City 
Mr. Thomas W. Pangborn, Hagerstown, Maryland 
The Degree of Doctor of Literature, honoris causa, on: 
Mr. Samuel Eliot Morison, of Cambridge, Massachusetts 
The Degree of Doctor of Science, honoris causa, on: 
Mr. James Rhyne Killian, Jr., of Cambridge, Massachusetts 
IN THE GRADUATE SCHOOL 
The University of Notre Dame confers -the following degrees 
in course: 
The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy on: 
Clifford Scott Barker, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
B.S., Carnegie Institute of Technology, 1948; M.S., University of Notre Dame, 
1952. Major subject: Metallurgy. Dissertation: Study of the Kinetics of 
Order-Disorder Transformations. 
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Joseph Ming-shun Chiao, Hopie, China 
B.A., Catholic University of Peking (China}, 1939; M.A., Ibid., 1942. Major 
subject: History. Dissertation: The Deginmng of American-Chinese Diplomatic 
Relations; The Cushing Mission and the Treaty of Wanghia of 1844. 
Edward Leo Cochran, New Haven, Connecticut 
B.S., Loyola College, 1949; M.S., Duquesne University, 1951. Major subJect: 
Chemistry. Dissertation: ·The Photolysis of the Alkyl Iodides in the L1quid 
Phase. 
Robert Marshall Coleman, Auburn, Maine 
B.S., Bates College, 1950; M.S., University of New Hampshire, 1951. Major 
subject: Biology. Dissertation: The Presence and Source of Ascorbic Acid 
in Hymenolepis nana var. fraterna. 
Dilip Kumar Das, Butte, Montana 
B.Sc., University of. Calcutta (India), 1935; B.S., Montana School of Mines, 
1939; M.S., Ibid., 1947. Major subject: Metallurgy. Dissertation: Con-
stitution and Structure of the Ternary Fe-Ni-Mo and Fe-Co-Mo. 
John Joseph Dunne, Indianapolis, Indiana 
B.S., Butler University, 1946; M.S., University of Notre Dam~ 1948. Major 
subject: . l\.Iathematics •. Dissertation: The Theory of Games in J:.Xtensive Form. 
Edward Franklin Gurnee, New York, New York 
M.S.i University of ChicagoJ.. 1948. Major subject: Chemistry. Dissertation: 
The nterchange of Charge .uetwe.en Gaseous Molecules in Resonant and Near-
Resonant Systems. 
Vincent Rich~rd Ho~nold, China Lake, California 
B.S., California Institute of Technology, 1948. Major subject: Physics •. Disser-
tation: Nuclear Magnetic Relaxation in High Polymers. 
Sister Mary Fides Huber, of the Sisters of Saint Joseph, Rock Island, 
Illinois · 
B.A., St. Catherine's College, 1939; M.A., University of Minnesota1 1945. Major subject: English. Dissertation: The Gothic Version of I Corinthians: A 
Decipherment and Edition with a Commentary, Textual Apparatus, and 
Glossary. 
Francis Peter Hudson, Bremerton, Washington 
B.S., University of Washington{ 1949. Major subject: Chemistry. Disserta• 
tion: The Phytolysis of Methy Iodide. 
William Martin Huebsch, Buffalo, New York 
B.S., Canisius College, 1943. Major subject: Mathematics. Dissertation: 
Covering Homotopy. 
John Edward Ivory, Buffalo, New York 
B.S., Canisius College, 1950; M.S., University of Notre Dame# 1952. Major 
subject: Physics. Dissertation: An Experimental Evaluation o the Statistical 
Theory of Rubber Elasticity. 
Percy Leonard Knight, Jr., South Bend, Indiana 
B.S., Bates Collegeb 1942; M.S., University of Notre Dame, 1951. Major 
subject: Biology, issertation: Studies on the Metabolism of Swine Lung-
worms. 
Paul Walters Kruse, Jr., Virginia, Minnesota 
D.S., University of Notre Dame, 1951; M.S., Ibid., 1952. Major subject: 
Physics. Dissertation: A Study of the Kinetics of Strontium Oxide on 
Molybdenum as a Function of Temperature, Made by Means of the Field 
Emission Microscope. ~ . · 
Robert Martin Lazo, Calgary, Alberta, Canada . 
B.Sc., University of Alberta, 1945; M.A., University of British Columbia, 1950. 
Major subject: Chemistry, Dissertation: A Study in the Radiation Chemistry 
o£ Aqueous Systems: The Ferrous Sulfate Dosimeter. 
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Reverend Joseph Luke Lennon, of the Order of Friars Preachers, 
Providence, Rhode Island 
B.A., Providence College 1940; s:;r.B., F:ontifical Instjtute, 1~46; ~.A., Uni· 
versity of Notre Dame, !950. Major subject: Educahon. DISSertahon: The 
Nature of Experience and Its Role in the Acquisition of Scientific Knowledge 
According to the Philosophy of St. Thomas Aquinas. 
Frank Fred Loffelman, Chicago, Illinois 
B.S~ 1 Loyola University, 1949. Major subjoct: Chemistry. Furtner Studies in the Chemotherapy of Trypanosomiasis. 
Philip Thomas McCormick, Elmhurst, Illinois 
Dissertation: 
B.S., University of Notre Dame, 1948. Major subject: Physics. Dissertation: 
Theoretical Energy and Angle Distribution of Bremsstrahlung Electrons. 
Edwin Charles Mertz, Webster Groves, Missouri 
B.S., St. Louis University, 1944; 1\f.A., Indiana University, 1948. Major 
subject: Chemistry. Dissertation: Reactivity and Structure in the Naphtha· 
lene and Thiophene Nuclei. 
Edward Robert O'Connor, Bronx, New York 
B.A., Catholic University of America, 1949; 1\f.A., Ibid., 1951. Major 
subject: Political Science. Dissertation: India and Democracy: A Study of 
the 1951-1952 General Elections and Their Political Impact. 
Charles Terrance O'Reilly, Chicago, Illinois 
Ph.B., Loyola University, 1942: llf.S.W.1 Ibid., 1948. Major subject: Sociology. Dissertation: Race Prejudice J\monJr Catholic College Students 
in the United States and Italy: A Comparative Study of the Role of Religion 
and Personality in Inter-Group Relations. , 
William Nicholas Patrick, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada 
B.A., University of British Columbia, 1948; 1\f.A., Ibid., 1952. Maior subject: 
Chemistry. · Dissertation: Radiation Chemistry of Benzene, Cyclohexane· 
Benzene-d6 Mixtures, Propionaldehyde-Benzene-d6 Mixtures. . 
Sister Mary Aelred Pottinger, of the Order of St. Benedict, Atchison, 
Kansas 
B.S., Mount Saint Scholastica1 1940i M.S.l. University of Notre Dame, 1951. Major subject: Biology. DJSSerta!Jon: :.orne Physicochemical· Mechanisms 
Operative in the Protection of Bacteriophage T1 Against X-Irradiation. 
Reverend Cyril Anthony Reilly, Dubuque, Iowa 
B.A., Loras College, 1941; M.A., University of Notre Dame, 1952. Major 
subject: English. Dissertation: William Dean Howells: A Critical Study of 
.d J.fodern Instance and Indian Summer. 
Reverend Raymond Francis Roseliep, Dubuque, Iowa 
B.A., Loras College, 1939; 1\f.A., Catholic University of America, 1948. Major 
subject: English. Dissertation: Some Letters of LIOnel Johnson. 
Jean-Claude Roy, Princeville, Quebec, Canada 
B.A.,. Laval University (Canadal, 1947; B.A.S., Ibid., 1951. Major subject: 
ChemiStry. Dissertation: Kinetzcs of Diffusion Controlled Recombination in 
Liquids. I. The Atom-Radical Recombination in Radiative Neutron Capture 
by Halogens in Liquid Alkyl Halides. II. Photo-Oxidation of Manganous Ion 
by Triiodide Ion. . 
Dwijendra Nath Sen, Calcutta, India 
B.~c., St. Xavier's College (Calcutta), 1943;, 1\f.Sc., University College of 
SCJence and Technology (Calcutta), 1945. Major subject: Chemistry. Disser· 
tation: Infrared Spectra of Some Inorganic Coordination Compounds. 
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Harold Sukehiro Shirakawa, Hanapepe, Kauai, Hawaii 
B.S., Muskingum College, 1946; M.S., University of,Notrc Da~/ 1950. Major 
subject: Biology. Dissertation: St~dies on the ,phy'!o,logy of D•P ocarpon Rosae 
(Lib.) Wolf, With Speoal EmphasiS Upon Its Nutrition. 
Frank Joseph Wagner, Kansas City, Missouri 
B.S. St. Louis University, 1948; M.S., Ibid., 1949. Major subject: Mathe• 
madcs. Dissertation: Compactifications of Completely Regular Spaces, 
Thomas Everett Wainwright, Butte, Montana 
B.S., Montana State College, 1950. Major subject: Physics. Dissertation: 
Electronic Energy Bands in Crystals. 
The Degree of Master of Arts on: 
George Bernard Baehr, Jr., Waterbury, Connecticut 
B.A., Fairfield University, 1951. Major subject: History. Dissertation: The 
Rebuilding of the United States Merchant Marine Under Edward N. Hurley, 
Chairman of the United States Shipping Board. 
Delbert Wilmer Beckett, Elkhart, Indiana 
B.A., Goshen College, 1951. Major subject: English. 
Anthony Robert Black, McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
B.A., Duq_uesne University\ 1948; B.S. (Ed.), Ibid., 1951. Major subject: 
History. Dissertation: Attitude of Charles II Towards Loui. XIV. 
Frederic Hough Bourcy, Watertown, New York 
Seminary, Wadams Hall, 1951. Major subject: Sociology. 
Reverend James Clement Buckley, of the Congregation of Holy Cross, 
Notre Dame, Indiana 
Ph.B., Institutum An~eliCllffi (Rome), 1948; S.T.L., Ibid., 1952. Major 
subject: Philosophy. Dissertation: The Virtue of Political Prudence in the 
Moral Philosophy of Saint Thomas Aquinas. 
Gerald Anthony Burlage, Jr., Fort Wayne, Indiana 
B.A., University of Notre Dame, 1952. Major subject: Political Science. 
Monsignor Osmundo A. Calip, Vigan, Ilocos Sur, Philippines 
Ph.B., Immaculate Conception Seminary, 1932; S.T.B., Ibid., 1936. Major 
subject: Education. . 
Henry Bernard Cushing, Lakewood, Colorado 
B.A., University of Notre Dame, 1952. Major subject: Engli.h. 
Joseph Henry Daniel, Fort Wayne, Indiana 
B.A., University of Notre Dame, 1951. Major subject: Political Science. 
Reverend Michael Atul D'Rozario, Archdiocese of Dacca, Pakistan 
I.A:, Jagannath College (Dacca), 1949. Major subject: Education. 
Donald Lip-Sian Dy, Manila, Philippines 
B.S.C., De La Salle College (Manila), 1952. Major subject: Economics. 
Irving Edward Fasan, Jr., Munster, Indiana 
B.A., University of Chicago, 1947. Major subject: Political Science. Disserta· 
tion: Woodrow Wilson and the Separation of Powers. 
Sister Mary Annella Garland, of the Sisters of St. Dominic, Racine, 
Wisconsin 
B.A.1 St. Norbert College, 1946. Major subject: History. Dissertation: The 
WorK of Bishop John Lancaster Spalding, Diocese of Peoria, 1877·1908. 
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John Mark Green, Youngstown, Ohio 
B.A., University of Notre Dame, 1952. Major subject: English. 
Leona Mae Rosinski, South Bend, Indiana 
B.A., St. :Mary's College, 1949. Major subject: Education. 
John Wallis Johnston, Dallas, Texas 
B.B.A., University of Texas, 1949. Major subject: Economics. 
Thomas Robert Keilty, Pasadena, California 
B.A., University of Notre Dame, 1952. Major subject: Education. 
Victor Bernard Kroeger, Jr., Western Springs, Illinois 
Ph.B., Univenity of Notre Dame, 1952. Major subject: English. 
Floyd John Kuzan, Mishawaka, Indiana 
B.S., Indiana University, 1950. Major subject: Education. 
Ernest David Lehman, Elkhart, Indiana 
B.A., University of Notre Dame, 1950. Major subject: Political Science. 
Dissertation: Polish-Soviet Relations During World War II. 
Robert Joseph Lorman, 'Cleveland, Ohio 
B.A., Western Reserve Univasity, 1948. Ma!or subject: Political Science. 
Dissertation: The Demands of Public Administration and the American 
Stereotype. 
Reverend Ralph Lynch, of the Order of St. Benedict, Cleveland, Ohio 
B.A., St. Meinrad Seminary, 1944; Ordination, Ibid., 1947. Major subject: 
Economics. 
Salvatore Jack Maniaci, Detroit, Michigan 
Ph.B., Univenity of Detroit, 1953. Major subject: Correctional Administration. 
Joseph John Mogan, Nashville, Tennessee 
B.A., St. Mary's Seminary, 1944; S.T.B., Ibid., 1947. Major subject: English. 
John Wallace Neumayer, San Francisco, California 
B.A., University of Notre Dame, 1952. Major subject: Philosophy. 
James Clifford Noonan, Wilmette, Illinois 
B.A., University of Notre Dame, 1953. Major subject: Correctional Ad· 
ministration. 
Algie Sidney Oldham, Jr., Dyersburg, Tennessee 
B.A., Tennessee Agricultural and Industrial State Univenity, 1949. Major 
subject: Education. 
Sister Marilyn Phillips, of the Sisters of Saint Francis, Avilla, Indiana 
B.A., College of St. Francis, 1945. Major subject: English. 
Norman Justin Podell, South Bend, Indiana · 
B.A., University of Notre Dame, 1952. Major subject: Economics. 
Gerald Penrose Ramsberger, Dunellen, New Jersey 
B.S. in P.E., University of Notre Dame, 1950. Major subject: Education. 
Hugh David Schadle, Russell, Kentucky 
B.A., UQ.iversity of Notre Dame, 1952. Major subject: English. 
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John Edward Semmens, Butte, Montan~ . . . . . 
B.A., University o£ Portland: 1951. Major subject: Enghsh •• Dissertation: 
The Influence o£ J.lardi on .1\felville's Development as a Novelist. 
Francis Xavier Slade, Staunton, Virginia 
B.A., Catholic University o£ America, 1950. Major subject: Philosophy. 
Reverend Thomas Patrick Tcnnissen, of the Catholic Foreign Mission 
Society of America (Maryknoll}, Lakewood, New Jersey 
Ordination, Maryknoll Major Seminary, 1948. Major subject: English. 
Edmund Sheridan Wehrle, Chicago, Illinois 
Ph.D., University o£ Notre Dame, 1952. Major subject: History. Disserta· 
tion: Lord Acton on the French Revolution. 
Victor John Wukovits, Mishawaka, Indiana 
B.S.(P.E.), University o£ Illinois, 1942. Major subject: Education. 
Reverend James Joseph· Zatko, of the Society of the Divine ·word, 
Tarentum, Pennsylvania 
Ordination, St. Mary's Seminary, 1949. Major subject: History. Disser-
tation: Slovak· Immigration, 1873-1914. 
The Degree of Master of Mediaeval Studies on: 
William George Storey, Sarnia, Ontario, Canada 
B.A., Assumption College (Windsor); 1949; M.A., Ibid., 1950. Dissertation: 
The De regimine principum o£ Michael the Carthusian. 
The Degree of Master of Music on: 
Hanns-Bertold Dietz, Frankfurt, Germany 
Diploma, Music Academy (Weimar), 1948. Major subject: Music Theory. 
Dissertatwn: Handel's Methods o£ Reuse and ReviSion o£ Arias from Works of 
His German and I tali an Periods. 
The Degree of Master of Music Education on: 
Charles Foley McCabe, Riverhead, Long Island, New York 
· B.M., University of Notre Dame, 1952. Major subject: Music Education. 
Richard Maurice McConnell, Columbus, Ohio 
B.M.E., University o£ Notre Dame, 1951. Major subject: Music Education. 
The Degree of Master of Science on: 
Sister Mary Berenice Adamczewski, of the Sisters of Saint Francis, 
Sylvania, Ohio 
B.S., De Sales College, 1940. Major subject: Biology. 
Ranendra Chandra Borua, Gauhati, Assam, India 
B.Sc., Gauhati University, 1951. Major subject: Biology. 
Edward Frank Cashman, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
B.Sc., MacDonald College, McGill University, 1951. Major subject: Biology, 
Dissertation: Gamma-Ray Effects on the Bwlogy of Tribolium confusum. . 
John Robert Filar, Nanticoke, Pennsylvania 
B.S., Unh:ersi!f o~ Scranton, 19!3. Major subject: Biology. Dissertation: 
An Invesbgatwn tnto the · Possible Effects of Water Polymers on Some 
Unicellular Organisms. 
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Joseph Thomas Goggin, Stoughton, Massachusetts 
B.S., Stonehill College, 1952. Major subject: Mathematia. 
Charles John Himmelberg, III, Kansas City, Missouri 
B.S., Rockhurst College, 1952. Major subject: Mathematia. 
Rollin William Hughes, Jr., Philadelphia, Penl!sylvania 
B.S., St. Joseph's College, 1952. Major subject: Biology. 
Edmund Walter Klingenberg, Jr., South Fort Mitchell, Kentucky 
B.S., Villa Madonna College, 1952. Major subject: Physia. 
Brother Ternan Brendan Kneale, of the Brothers of the Christian 
Schools, St. Mary's College, California 
B.A:, St. Mary's College, 1940. Major subject: Mathematia. 
Thomas John Murray, Canton, Ohio 
B.S., University of Notre Dame, 1952. Major subject: Chemistry. Disserta• 
tion: Reduction of Alpha·Bromoacids with Lithium Aluminum Hydride. 
John William Shea, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 
B.S., King's College, 1952. 1\fajor subject: Physia. 
William Augustus Stevens, Danbury, Connecticut 
B.S., Providence College, 1949. Major subject: Biology, 
The Degree of Master of Science in Aeronautical Engineering on: 
Rolando Ruiz Luna, Manila, Philippines 
B.S., Feati Institute of Technology (Philip,Pines) 1 1951. Dissertation: The Effect of the Angle of Attack on the Traihng !;!age Vortex Frequency of an 
NACA 23012 Airfoil. 
The Degree of Master of Science in Chemical Engineering on: 
Robert Edward Cook, South Bend, Indiana 
D.S.(Ch.E.), Tri·State College, 1951. 
Mau-Tong Kuo, Taipei, Formosa, China 
B.S., National Taiwan Univernity, 1951. Dissertation: The Study of the 
Physical Equilibria of the Volatile and the Relatively Non•Volatile Systems. 
The Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering on: 
James Edward Binckley, Ontario, California 
D.C.E., University of Santa Clara, 1950. 
Arthur Maurice Mayes, Niagara Falls, New York 
D.S.(C.E.), Tri-State College, 1952. 
Raymond Joseph Stith, Dayton, Ohio 
B.S.(C.E.), Univernity of Dayton, 1952. Dissertation: Structural Analysis of 
. Hyperbolic Paraboloid Shells. 
The Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering on: 
Frank Fu Fang, Taipei, Formosa, China 
D.S.(E.E.), National Taiwan University, 1951. 
Joseph Edward Kelch, Sharon, Pennsylvania 
D.E., Youngstown College, 1952. 
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The Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Mechanics on: 
Reverend Claudio Mataix Plana, of the Society of Jesus, Madrid, 
Spain 
Licentiate in Physics, State University of Madrid, 1952. Dissertation: 
Experiments and Model Testing in the I.C.A.I. Glass-Sided Tilting Flume: 
Problem of Similarity. 
The Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering on: 
Abram Joseph Garrett, Laredo, Texas 
B.S.E., St. Edward's University, 1951. 
Fred Walter Kruger, Valparaiso, Indiana 
B.S.(E.E.), Purdue University, 1943; B.S.(M.E.), Ibid., 1947. 
The Degree of Master of Science in Metallurgy on: 
Robert Francis Hochman, Wonewoc, Wisconsin 
B.S. in M.E., University of Notre Dame, 1950. Dissertation: Kinetics of 
Order-Disorder Transformation in AuCu. 
The Professional Degree of Electrical Engineer. on: 
Orville Edward Dunn, Dayton, Ohio. 
B.S.(E.E.)~ University of Notre Dame, 1948. Dissertation: Magnetic 
Amplifier l.iircuits. 
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND LETTERS 
The Degree of Bachelor of Arts on: 
Robert Carey Adams,* Cranston, Rhode Island 
Thomas Leo Ahern,* Fond duLac, Wisconsin 
Michael Udo Akpan, Nigeria, West Africa 
Herbert Martin Ammerinuller, New York, NeW York 
Kenneth John Angyal,* Detroit, Michigan 
Walter Samuel Babcock,* Suffern, New York . 
Daniel Mark Badura,* Belfry, Montana 
Jay Anthony Baier, Wilmette, Illinois 
Jerome Dennis Baier, Wilmette, Illinois 
Harry Philip Baker, C.S.C.,** Notre Dame, Indiana 
Donald Balinskas, New Britain, Connecticut 
Charles Raymond Barrett, C.S.C.,* Notre Dame, Indiana 
• Cum Laude 
** Magna Cum Laude 





Louis Gabriel Basso, Jr.,* Detroit, Michigan 
Andrew Earle Bauer, Valley Stream, New York 
George David Bellis, Pensacola, Florida 
Richard Kesleay Bennett, New Castle, Pennsylvania 
Gordon Neil Bergquist,* Council Bluffs, Iowa 
James Arthur Bernhart, Chicago, Illinois_ 
Joseph Gustavius Bertrand, Chicago, Illinois 
Roger Lawrence Blatz,* Detroit, Michigan 
Robert Allen Bloom, Oneida, New York 
George William Boehm, Libertyville, Illinois 
Charles Philip Bolin, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Gerald Kenneth Boyd, Saginaw, Michigan 
Edward Joseph Brennan,* Atlantic City, New Jersey 
William Edward Burke,* Cincinnati, Ohio 
John Anthony Burns, Jr.,* Honolulu, Hawaii 
David Bakewell Burrell,** Akron, Ohio 
Joseph Robert Bush, Davenport, Iowa· 
Timothy George Butler, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
James Francis Cahill, Syracuse, New York 
Thomas Stewart Calder,** \Vorcester, Massachusetts 
Michael Angelo Caliandro, * Arlington, Virginia 
Burton Jerome Campbell, Grove City, Pennsylvania 
Thomas Joseph Campbell, Durham, North Carolina 
James Joseph Cannon, Jr.,** Glen Rock, New Jersey 
Carl Patrick Carrico, Louisville, Kentucky 
Robert Emmett Cavanaugh, McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
Robert Francis Chickey, Richmond Heights, Missouri 
Brother Joseph John Chvala, C.S.C.,** Lakewood, Ohio 
Joseph Bernard Clark, New Haven, Connecticut 
Elmer T. Cloven, Jr., Compton, California 
Daniel Joseph Coleman, II, Clare, Iowa 
Alexander Johnston Colgan, Jr., Staten Island, New York 
Bernard Joseph Connor, Jr., Kansas City, Missouri 
Jerome Cyril Connors, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Charles Jerome Cook, Rochester, New York 
George Hassel Craine, Jr., Evanston, Illinois 
Robert Franklin Crespy, Falconer, New York 
Joseph John Daigneault, Jr.,* Malone, New York 
Charles LaVerne Daschle,* Aberdeen, South Dakota 
Armand Parker Deatrick,* Lansing, Michigan 
David Walter Delker,* Henderson, Kentucky 
. Thomas William Dempsey,* Chicago, Illinois 
Robert William Denne, Arcadia, California 
Marshall Reid Desmond, Toledo, Ohio 
Leo Arthur Despres, Jr.,* Lebanon, New Hampshire 
Robert James Dewey, Rochester, New York 
Francis Gavican Donlon,* West Hartford, Connecticut 
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John Patrick Donohue, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania 
James Francis Dorment, Jr., Montclair, New Jersey 
Edward Frank Doyle,* Rochester, New York 
James Alfred Dresser, Albany, New York 
Roderick Duff, Peabody, Massachusetts 
Vincent Roger Fernandes,* Honolulu, Hawaii 
Thomas Francis Field,** Wilmington, Delaware 
Brother Robert Vincent Fontaine, C.S.C., Notre Dame, Indiana 
Peter Raymond Frank, Trenton, New Jersey 
Robert Bruce Frolicher, Cincinnati, Ohio 
James Francis Gallagher, Chicago, Illinois · 
Raymond Thomas Galvin,* Chicago, Illinois 
Joseph Francis Geniessee, C.S.C.,* Notre Dame, Indiana 
Roman Joseph Gerber,* Chillicothe, Ohio 
Richard Edwin Gerbracht, Erie, Pennsylvania 
Richard LeRoy Gercken, * Jacksonville, Florida 
Thomas Joseph Godfrey,** Chicago, Illinois 
Joseph Gerald Godwin,* Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 
Joseph Lawrence Goebel,* Parkersburg, West Virginia 
Francis Edwin Goerg, Floral Park, New York 
Lambert Warren Golden, Chicago, Illinois 
Brother Peter James Goodman, C.S.C.,* Notre Dame, Indiana 
Robert Paul Gorman,** Tiskilwa, Illinois 
John Joseph Griffin, Jr.,** Salem, Massachusetts 
George Michael Hadyka, Milford, Connecticut 
Arthur Burton Haesche, Jr., East Haven, Connecticut 
Charles Yates Hafner,* Hannibal, Missouri 
Thomas John Haley, Ithaca, Michigan 
Michael Joseph Harrigan, Brooklyn, New York 
Joseph Clarence Harris, Plymouth, Indiana 
William Edwin Haynes, West Roxbury, Massachusetts 
John James Healy, Mamaroneck, New York 
Edward Waldron Hogan, Pelham, New York 
John William Houck,* Beloit, Wisconsin 
Robert Gregory Hoyer, South Bend, Indiana 
Robert Stephan Huddleston, Akron, Ohio 
Joseph Herbert Huebner,** South Bend, Indiana 
Robert Richard Hull,* Norfolk, Virginia 
. William Byrne Hund,** St. Joseph, Missouri 
James Joseph Hurley, Shrewsbury, Massachusetts 
James Sant Hurley,* Newark, New York 
Joseph Ernest lmbriaco,*** Elizabeth, New Jersey 
John Walter Jarnot,* Buffalo, New York 
Brian Peter Jennings, Port Washington, New York 
Marcus James Jennings, Girard, Ohio 
John Jeffry Keenan, San Marino, California 
James Francis Kelleher, Jr.,** Wilmington; Delaware 
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Charles Joseph Keller,* Sea Girt, New Jersey 
Paul Finton Kelley, Cincinnati, Ohio 
James Edward Kelly, C.S.C., Notre Dame, Indiana 
Daniel Lennon Kennedy,* Joliet, Illinois 
Thomas Leonard King,* Cambridge, Ohio 
Marshall Lee Kinney, Akron, Ohio 
Charles Alvin Klinger, Yonkers, New York 
Thomas Joseph Knott,** Ridgewood, New Jersey 
Francis Leon Kosikowski, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Brother Charles Joseph Krupp, C.S.C.,* Notre Dame, Indiana 
Anton Eugene Kubicki, Leavenworth, Kansas 
Patrick Hollister Lally,* Green Bay, Wisconsin 
Leo Albert Lanciault, Elmsford, New York 
George Edward Lang,* Mammoth Cave, Kentucky 
Rayomnd Philip Laverty, Jr., Brockton, Massachusetts 
Victor Frank Leanza, Shaker Heights, Ohio 
Joseph Patrick Leaser,* Hazleton, Pennsylvania 
Joseph Lawrence LeBlanc,** Ecorse,.Michigan 
William Michael Leeds, Los Angeles, California 
Karl John Lensler, C.S.C., Notre Dame, Indiana 
Patrick James Leone, Asbury Park, New Jersey 
Joseph Charles Leonetti,* Cleveland, Ohio 
Marion Eugene Leszczynski, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Michael Richard Lewanowicz, Ashley, Pennsylvania 
James Howard Liberatore, Cleveland, Ohio 
Joseph Charles Linder,* Sturgis, Michigan 
John Lincoln Logan, Hot Springs, Arkansas 
Michael Edward Long,** Juniata, Altoona, Pennsylvania 
William Alexander Loy, Robinson, Illinois 
Ralph Garand Luczak, C.S.C., Notre Dame, Indiana 
John Joseph Lyon,* Chicago, Illinois 
Cornelius William Macfarlan, New Brunswick, New Jersey 
Hubert Aloysius Madden, Lewiston, Maine 
Matthew Aloysius Malison,* South River, New Jersey 
Frank Frederick Mangialardi, Chicago, Illinois 
John Francis Mannion,* Bronx, New York 
Robert Lee Martin, Davenport, Iowa 
Charles Helm Masters, Jr.,* Marksville, Louisiana 
Menil Mavraides, Lowell, Massachusetts 
John Edward McAniff, Chicago, Illinois 
David Neil McBride,* Chicago, Illinois 
·George Gibson McDonough, Brooklyn, New York 
Justin Kilderry McDonough, Saginaw, Michigan 
William Brendan McFadden,· Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Thomas Francis McGee, Kansas City, Missouri 
John Hunt McGinn, Des Moines, Iowa 
Robert Leon McGlynn,* Portland, Oregon 
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James McHugh, Chester, Pennsylvania 
Eugene James McKerr, River Forest, Illinois 
Donald Joseph McLaughlin,* Lakewood, Ohio 
Joseph Harold Mead, Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Francis Xavier Meaney,** South Braintree, Massachusetts 
Kenneth Eugene Melchior,* Topeka, Kansas 
Gerald Edwin Mernin, Jr., Crater Lake National Park, Oregon 
Robert Emmet Mihlbaugh,* Lima, Ohio 
Richard Hamilton Miller, Shaker Heights, Ohio 
Edward Joseph Milota, Park Ridge, Illinois 
John Patrick Mooney, Cleveland, Ohio 
Thomas Francis Moore,* Detroit, Michigan 
Justin Louis Moran,* Portland, Oregon 
George Robert Moresco, Staten Island, New York 
Daniel Edward Motz, * Akron, Ohio 
Daniel Cyril Murphy, Blue Earth, Minnesota 
Edward Bartholomew Murphy, Syracuse, New York 
John Bernard Murphy, Whitehall, New York 
Kenneth Francis Murphy, Utica, New York 
Thomas Joseph Murphy, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Richard Edward Myles, Providence, Rhode Island 
Peter Joseph Ninneman, Tomah, Wisconsin 
Thomas Jeffery Nolan, Des Moines, Iowa 
William Francis Noonan, Irvington, New Jersey 
William John Nyc,* Elkhart, Indiana 
Robert Thomas O'Leary, Butte, Montana 
Patrick William O'Neill, Chevy Chase, Maryland 
Kenneth Graham Patterson, Baldwin, L. I., New York 
Donald Francis Penza, Kenosha, Wisconsin 
Anthony Francis Perry,* Chieago Heights, Illinois 
Leo Charles Petelle, Chicago, Illinois 
Arthur Edward Petersen, Evanston, Illinois 
George Albert Pflaum, Jr.,* Dayton, Ohio 
John Amberg Pigott, Chicago, Illinois . 
Francois Emile Pingon, Franklin, Kentucky 
Robert Bernard Piorkowski, Wyoming, Pennsylvania 
John Francis Pittas, Washington, D. C. 
George FitzGerald Pope, C.S.C., Notre Dame, Indiana 
Hugh Donald Rank,* Phoenix, Arizona 
Hilary John Rauch, South Bend, Indiana 
John Joseph Reidy, Jr., Bay Village, Ohio 
James Arthur Reyniers! Jr.,* Niles, Michigan 
James Joseph Richards, Berwyn, Illinois 
James Andrew Riely, Minonk, Illinois 
Warren Clyde Riggs,* Pasadena, Texas 
Richard Norman Robison, South Bend, Indiana 






John Christian Ruckelshaus, Indianapolis, Indiana 
William Joseph Ryan, Jackson Heights, L; I., New York 
John Ferdinand Sand, Jr., Convent Station, New Jersey 
Joseph Barry Savage,* Cincinnati, Ohio 
Michael Court Scanlon,* _Columbus, Ohio 
Thomas Edward Schwietz,* St. Paul, Minnesota 
Thomas Joseph Schwinn, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Richard Henry Six,** Quincy, Illinois 
James William Skeese, Akron; Ohio 
Cornelius Jerome Smith, Hammond, Indiana 
John Patrick Smith, LaPorte, Indiana 
Harry Dennis Snyder,* Saratoga Springs, New York 
. John Philip Sontag,* Berkeley,Galifornia 
Laurence Francis Sovik,* Syracuse, New York 
Carl Francis Spitzer, Dunmore, Pennsylvania 
John Gregory Springer,* Rochester, New York 
Wallace Edward Stauder, Allen Park, Michigan 
Peter Nicholas Stavis, Chicago, Illinois 
Stephen Anthony Steckbeck, Fort Wayne, Indiana 
George David Stehlin, Jr., Glen Rock, New Jersey 
Richard Paul Stevens, C.S.C.,* Notre Dame, Indiana 
Cary Homer Stevenson, Chicago, Illinois 
John Robert Stewart,* Decatur, Illinois 
Robert Shortt Stewart, North Creek, New York 
John Thielen Sullivan, Toledo, Ohio 
Adelbert Leon Suwalsky, Jr.,* Leavenworth, Kansas 
Robert Elmer Swanson,* Chicago Heights, Illinois 
Edward James Sweeney, Chicago, Illinois 
Robert Harold Taylor, Pekin, Illinois 
James Nichols Terry, Kewanee,· Illinois 
Neale Michael Thomson, Long Island, New York 
Raymond Moran Tierney,* Monmouth Beach, New Jersey 
Richard Hoag Tierney,* Monmouth Beach, New Jersey 
Charles Vincent Touhey, Jr., Milford, Massachusetts 
Mark Christopher Tremblay,* Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Clair Oliver Trinkley, Princeton, West Virginia 
Charles Louis Trozzo, ** Herminie, Pennsylvania 
Joseph Jude Trucco, Chicago, Illinois 
Edward Julius Trusela,* Weirton, West Virginia 
Michael Albert Tucci, Detroit, Michigan 
Donald D'Arcy Turk, Joliet, Illinois -· 
Gerald Kevin Turley, South Bend, Indiana 
Roger Otto Valdiserri,* Belle Vernon, Pennsylvania 
John Anthony Vuono, * Monongahela .City, Pennsylvania 
Philip Smith Walker,* New Haven, Connecticut 
John Francis Wallace, Jr.,* Bellaire, Ohio · 
Edward Pierce Walsh, Buffalo, New York 
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Alfred Anthony Walter,** Floral Park, New York 
DanaPaul Weithers, Crystal Lake, Illinois 
Charles Joseph Weitzel, River Forest, Illinois 
George Henry Welsh,* New Kensington, Pennsylvania 
Arthur Richard Wenczel, Trenton, New Jersey 
Daniel Albert Whalen,* Franklin, Illinois 
Frederick Heyer Wilkens, Jr., Evanston, Illinois 
Robert Joseph Williams, South Bend, Indiana 
George Washington Williard, Columbus, Ohio 
Francis Richard Wisneski, Chicago, Illinois 
Kin Ming Wong, Honolulu, Hawaii 
Robert Michael Wright, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Francis Donald Zagorc, C.S.C., Notre Dame, Indiana 
Sister Mary Josephine Zamojski, C.S.S.F.,** Corapolis, Pennsylvani11 
Joseph Matthew Zangerle,** South Bend, Indiana 
James Francis Zavatone, Quincy, Massachusetts 
Leo John Zawistowski, West Rutland, Vermont 
The Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts on: 
Richard Alan Byrnes, Dunellen, New Jersey 
Robert Knight Fowler, Houston, Texas 
Leonard Paul Lapinski, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 
John Joseph Mahoney,* Chicago, Illinois 
Charles Joseph O'Neil,* Birmingham, Michigan 
Alfredo Races, Rizal City, Philippines 
Robert Paul Stanton, Clarksburg, West Virginia 
The Degree. of Bachelor of Music on: 
Leo Anton Michuda, Chicago, Illinois 
The Degree of Bachelor of Music Education on: 
James ~rederick Herendeen, South Bend, Indiana 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Physical Educat'ion_.on: 
John Francis Alexander,* Montreal, Quebec, Canada 
Joseph David Bandiera, Morgantown, West Virginia· 
Frederick Robert Bellissimo, Belmont, Massachusetts 
Richard Lee DeSchriver,** East Moline, Illinois. · 
Richard John Eisenhauer, Lebanon, Pennsylvania 
Lee Ernest Getschow, Kenilworth, Illinois 
Thomas Michael Hamlin, Charlevoix, Michigan 
Francis Anthony Johnston, Chicago, Illinois 
Robert Joseph, Martins Ferry, Ohio · 
Gerald Leo McCloskey, Toledo, Ohio 
Thomas Francis McHugh, Toledo, Ohio 
Frank James McKeon, Jr., Fort Worth, Texas 
Arthur Charles Nowack, Rochester, New York· 




Edward Michael Sarna, South River, New Jersey 
Glen Albert Sliger, McCook, Nebraska 
James Gerard Smith,* Kings Park, New York 
Joseph Albright Springer, Princeton, Illinois 
Martin Harvey Vieth, Ripon, Wisconsin 
Norman Edwin Weinberg,* Plainfield, New Jersey 
Ralph Norman Weiss,* Greens Fork, Indiana 
Neil James Worden, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Donald Conrad Zech,* Sumner, Washington · 
THE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science on: 
Stephen Shizuma Araki,* Honolulu, Hawaii 
Frank Joseph Bott,** Danville, Illinois 
Gordon Charles Branche, Niagara Falls, New York 
Francis Joseph Broucek, Jr., Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Daniel William Bruce,* Memphis, Tennessee 
Edward Scrgins Bush,* Canton, Ohio 
Joseph Michael Campbell, Jr., Woodstock, New York 
James Neville Canty, Bridgeport, Connecticut 
Joseph Francis Colligan,* Fort Wayne, Indiana 
William Raymond Co"nley, Detroit, Michigan 
John Joseph Connors, Bronxville, New York 
William Dennis Conway, Petoskey, Michigan 
John Edmund Cunningham, Jr., Warrensburg, New York 
Roland Elphege D.aignault, Jr.,** Woonsocket, Rhode Island 
John Stephen DeFato, Brooklyn, New York 
Arnold Ralph DeMarco, Highland Park, New Jersey 
John Leo Doherty, Jr.,** Newton Centre, Massachusetts 
Francis Connor Donovan, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
John Charles Donovan, Rochester, New York 
William Anthony Dwyer, Jr., New Rochelle, New York 
Lawrence Dobson Ellis,*· Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
David Riel Ferrante, San Francisco, California 
Anthony Raymond Garruto,* Linden, New Jersey 
John Francis Gorman, Jr.,* Utica, New York 
. Walter Hickman Gruger, Jr., Youngstown, Ohio 
Carl Harmon Gunderson,** Mishawaka, Indiana 
Harold William Hadlock, Jr.,* Erie, Pennsylvania 
Thomas Adrian Hayes, Jr., East Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Joseph Anthony Helfrich, Jr., Midland, Pennsylvania 
Daniel Steele Hellman,* St. Petersburg, Florida 
George Franc~ Hewson, South Orange, New Jersey 
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Philip Cornelius Higgins,* St. Louis, Missouri 
Robert Alfred Ineich, Auburn, New York · 
Ernest Bernard Jankowski,** South Bend, Indiana 
Paul Andrew Kelley,* Detroit, Michigan 
Eugene McAdams Kelly, Jr., Indianapolis, Indiana 
John Carroll Kosco,** Brockport, Pennsylvania 
John Eugene Kostinas,* Trenton, New Jersey 
Charles John Krywy,* Staten Island, New York 
Matthew Francis Kuluz,* Biloxi, Mississippi 
Michael Paul Levis, Springfield, Illinois 
Frank Joseph Lill, Rochester, New York 
Richard Melvin Loefficr, Monroe, Michigan 
Louis Robert Maffei,* Summit, New Jersey 
John Dennis Malfa,* Auburn, New York 
Patrick Joseph McDonough, Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania 
Joseph Michael McGrath, Jr.,* Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Richard Anthony Moran, Greenfield, Massachusetts _ 
Thomas Quinlan Morris,** Yonkers, New York 
Thomas George Neumayr,* San Francisco, California 
Gerald Frederick Nics,* Erie, Pennsylvania 
Danny Jean Noonan,* Sioux City, Iowa 
John Robert Norton, Jr., Greenwood, Mississippi 
John Joseph O'Hara,** Denver, Colorado 
Frederick Charles Poehler, Jackson, Michigan 
Harold Francis Reilly,* Staten Island, New York 
.Thomas Joseph Rogers, Chicago, Illinois 
Raymond Stuart Rosedale, Jr.,* Canton, Ohio 
Raymond Richard Salvino, Chicago, Illinois 
Theodore Edward Schafer,* Avon, Ohio · 
John George Setter,* Aiken, South Carolina 
John Gerald Sheedy,* Altoona, Pennsylvania 
Louis Frank Szilagyi, South Bend, Indiana 
Joseph Paul Thomas,** 'Canton, Ohio 
Phillip Louis Van Huffel, Warren, Ohio 
Ronald Gray Vardiman,* Louisville, Kentucky 
Thomas James Waters,* Auburn, New York 
Robert Joseph Weiler,** San Jose, California 
Raymond John West, Fort Worth, Texas 
Karl Fredric Wieneke,** Freeport, Illinois 
Brian Henry Williams,* St. Louis, Missouri 
Philip Joseph Zurlo,* Mechanicville, New York 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Chemistry on: 
Louis Raymond Haefele,* Colorado Springs, Colorado 
William N. Miglas, Jr., Annapolis; Maryland 
Joseph Vincent Pikell,** Franklin Park, Illinois 
Richard Christian Pilger, Jr.,** West Palm Beach, Florida 
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The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Zoology on: 
Vincent Stanislaus Mayer, Jr.,* Kansas City, Missouri 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Physics on: 
Charles Willard Allen,* Salt Point, New York 
Carl John Biver, Jr., Elmhurst, Illinois -
Edward Joseph Connors, Lexington, Massachusetts 
Andrew Charles Corrao, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Philip James Dickerman,* Whiting, Indiana 
Donald Smith Dowden,** Louisville, Kentucky 
Francis Anthony Gangemi, C.S.C.,* Notre Dame, Indiana 
Fay Evan Gifford, South Bend, Indiana 
Anthony John Kennedy,* Brooklyn, New York 
Nicholas Anthony Krall,** Kansas City, Kansas 
Charles Anthony Minck,** Defiance, Ohio 
Daniel David Munson, Angola, Indiana 
William James Offutt,* Jamaica, New York 
John Anthony Poirier,** Harlowton, Montana 
John Winston Roche, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 
Joseph Wright Simmons,* York, Pennsylvania 
Ronald Andrew Thiel,** Dyer, Indiana 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Geology on: 
Charles James Cazeau, Rochester, New York 
Kenneth Allan Schwarz,* Buffalo, New York 
Timothy Clement Sottek, Toledo, Ohio 
Clair Joseph Southgate, Chicago, Illinois 
THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Engineering on: 
Michael James Mahoney, San Jose, California 
Roger William Nolan, Jr., Davenport, Iowa 
James Michael Reiiley, Washington, D. C. 
John Raymond Varney, North Hollywood, California 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering on: 
·William Walter Amundson,* La Crosse, Wisconsin 
Jon Altman Baker, Wolcottville, Indiana 
David Clifford Bickel,* Portsmouth, Ohio 
Roberto Arguello-Tefel, Managua, Nicaragua 
Lewis Horrigan Blakey,* Burlington, North Carolina 
Casimir Stanley Brandys,* Chicago, Illinois 
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John Thomas Carter, Lewistown, Montana 
Morrison Anthony Conway, Jr., Portland, Oregon 
Fernando Lopez de Romana, Arequipa, Peru, South America 
Robert Emmett Dougherty, Adrian, Michigan 
Robert Edward Feit, Glenview, Illinois 
Humberto Alfonso Garcia, Monterrey, Mexico 
James Thomas Garvey, Appleton, Wisconsin 
John Charles Glasgow, Nashville, Tennessee 
John Richard Grinde!, Chicago, Illinois 
William Robert Hartnagel, Carmel, New York 
Vernon Hendershot, Clare, Michigan · 
Gerald Frederick Horton, Brighton, Massachusetts 
Robert Joseph Howard,* Hardinsburg, Kentucky 
David Karl Keffier, Canton, Ohio 
William Joseph Kelly, Richmond Hill, New York 
James Paul Kintz, Alliance, Ohio 
Donald Paul Landfried, Greenville, Pennsylvania 
Richard Wai Yee Leong, Honolulu, Hawaii 
Walter Albert Nashert, Jr., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
Foster Alfred Pakcard, Scottville, Michigan 
John Harvey Rittenhouse, San Antonio, Texas 
Victor Roblez,* Bingham Canyon, Utah 
Paul James Schweickert,* Ladd, Illinois 
John Peter Schwenk, Washington, D. C. 
William Walter Staub, Jr., Newark, New Jersey 
Jerome Joseph Thomas, Carmel, New York 
Lawrence Joseph Thomas, Carmel, New York 
William Francis Till, Broughton, Pennsylvania 
Francis Joseph Walter, Jr., Staten Island, New York 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering on: 
Frank Robert Basista,* Perth Amboy, New Jersey 
Leon William Blank,** Toledo, Ohio 
Edward Daniel Brewer, West Hartford, Connecticut 
William Thomas Carson, Jr.,* Haddonfield, New Jersey 
Walter David Cashman, Peoria, Illinois 
Ronald John Cauley, Herrings, New York 
Philip Martin Doell,* Rocky River, Ohio 
Charles Albert Fick, Jr.,** Portland, Oregon 
David Roger Gilsdorf, Fond du Lac, Wisconsin 
James Augustus Guardino, Watertown, New York 
James Joseph Gumbleton,* Detroit, Michigan 
Michael Henry Hackett, Pontiac, Michigan 
James Edward Hamlin, Morris, New York 
Edward Thomas Hannan,* Paducah, Kentucky 




James William Hemminger, Buchanan, Michigan 
Paul Thomas Higgins,* Huntington Woods, Michigan 
William Nicholas Jackomis, Gary, Indiana 
Robert Edward Jacob, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Terry James Laue, Effingham, Illinois 
Robert Leonard Lotz, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
John Bernard Magill, Jr., Allentown, Pennsylvania 
Joseph Isadore Marguet, New Albany, Indiana 
Matthew Edward Markert, Munster, Indiana 
Thomas Richard McCabe, Elmhurst, Illinois 
Joseph Albert Mesec, North Chicago, Illinois 
·John James Mulvaney, Chicago, Illinois 
Sylvester Henry Noetzel, Detroit, Michigan 
John Thomas Nolan, Virginia, Minnesota 
Thomas Robert O'Connell, Montclair, New Jersey 
Elmer Francis Painley, Fairchance, Pennsylvania 
Paul Earl Parrish, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
William John Pendy, Jr.;• Beaver, Pennsylvania 
Robert William Perkins, Scarsdale, New York 
Eugene Emil Renz, Jr., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Robert Paul Rich, Phoenix, Arizona 
Robert Lee Riley, Brooklyn, New York . 
Charles Patrick Rooney, Jr., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
John Patrick Ryan, Port Huron, Michigan 
John Ruther Saul, Arlington, Texas 
Walter Orme Schneider, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
Marvin Amcrico Sculati, Iron Mountain, Michigan 
Robert Briggs Simmons,* North Dighton, Massachusetts 
William Hader Stablein, Rockville Centre, New York 
John Robert Stephany, Chicago, Illinois 
James Melvin Stine, Lewistown, Pennsylvania 
Joseph Henry Stuever, Faxon, Oklahoma 
Conrad Joseph Szubert,* Brooklyn, New York 
Wendell Gerard Toomey, Canandaigua, New, York 
Harrison Gerard Travis, Atlantic Highlands, New Jersey 
Glenn Lawrence Wasz, Lombard, Illinois · 
William Stewart Woodward, Rocky River, Ohio 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering on: 
Lawrence Parry Ash,* Colorado Springs, Colorado 
Robert Joseph Ballengee,** New Rochelle, New York 
·William Bernard Benedick,* Joliet, Illinois 
William Laurence Burke, Jr., Lynn, Massachusetts 
Edward Reynolds Byrne,** Buffalo, New York 
Edward James Christiano, Piffard, New York 
John Harvey Ernst, Elkhart, Indiana 
Eugene Walter Henry,** Arlington, Virginia 
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Arthur Edward Jensen, South Amboy, New Jersey 
Douglas Alan Johnson, Albany, New York 
Richard Donald Kelch,* Sharon, Pennsylvania 
Robert Lawrence LeHane, Bloomfield, Connecticut 
James Russell Loonam, Tacoma, Washington 
Philip Vincent Lopresti,* Johnstown, Pennsylvania 
James Joseph Malia, South Bend, Indiana 
James Henry Mayer,** Hillside, New Jersey 
Henry Vicente Moran, Manila, Philippines 
Neil Joseph Scarlett, Detroit, Michigan 
Thomas Joseph. Shea,* Holyoke, Massachusetts 
John James Sifferlen, Methuen, Massachusetts 
Bernard Patrick Tracey, Brooklyn, New York 
Edward Joseph Triano, Linden, New Jersey 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering on: 
Webster Joseph Arceneaux, Jr.,* Mobile, Alabama 
Lionel Vernon Baldwin,** Port Arthur, Texas 
Milton Joseph Beaudine, Washington, D. C. 
Donald Paul Bedel,* Belleville, Illinois 
George Albert Bishop,* La Crosse, Wisconsin 
James Noel Buck,* Chicago, Illinois 
Henry Fielden Clancy, New York, New York 
Antonio Nestor Dajer, Managua, Nicaragua 
Joseph George DiPinto,* Claymont, Delaware 
Alvin John Donius,* Buffalo, New York 
David Anthony Engels, South Bend, Indiana 
James Humphrey Harrington,** 1fountainside, New Jersey 
David McAleer Humm, Westfield, New Jersey · 
Jesse Alexander Jolly, San Antonio, Texas 
John Paul Landig, Menasha, Wisconsin 
Richard Eugene Lyon, Jr.,* Bloomfield, New Jersey 
· Raymond·Ernest Onofrio, Newark Valley, New York. 
Robert Francis Raymond,* West Chicago, Illinois 
Paul Kenneth Robst, Chicago, Illinois 
Earl Samuel Rudolph, Jr.,* Springfield, Illinois 
Robert Michael Still, San Antonio, Texas 
The Degree of Bachelor of Architecture on: 
Joseph John Balobeck, McKees Rocks, Pennsylvania 
Louis Joseph Colavecchio, Hartford, Connecticut 
Donald Francis Cuddihee, * St. Louis, Missouri 
William Douglas Farmer, South Bend, Indiana 
Eugene Robert Hausmann,* Belleville, Illinois 
James Maurice Ingram,* Lo).lisville, Kentucky 
Eugene George Jaeger, Hammond, Indiana 
William J. H. Kane, Grand Ledge, Michigan 
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Robert Louis Karlsberger,* Columb~s, Ohio 
Herbert George Kern, Erie, Pennsylvania 
John Joseph Kilian, Frankfort, Indiana 
Edmund James McCarthy, Larchmont, New York 
Charles Joseph Mirucki, Manchester, Connecticut 
Robert Dickson Montgomery, South Bend, Indiana 
Joseph Angelo Petrillo, Brooklyn, New York 
Victor James Richmond, Bradford, Pennsylvania 
Jaime Caicedo Saenz, Cali, Colombia, South America 
Joseph Richard Savage, Jr., Canton, Ohio 
Robert James Schwinn, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Thomas Harmon Stahl,* Madison, South Dakota 
Michael Charles Sutton, South Bend, Indiana 
Eugene Edward Trautman, Buffalo, New York 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Metallurgy on: 
Floyd Hoffman Doolittle, Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania 
William Edward Grady, Bronx, New York 
Carl Fredrick Leitten, Jr., Hamburg, New York 
Francis Jerome Lex, Springfield, Illinois 
Louis Allen Marlin, Chicago, Illinois 
Richard Edward Regan, Lakewood, Ohio 
Charles Arthur Voehringer, Decatur, Alabama 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Aeronautical Engineering on: 
George Arthur Banks,* Muskegon Heights, Michigan 
Louis Anthony Bernardi,* Little Rock, Arkansas 
Jerome James Brainerd,* Amarillo, Texas 
Richard Thomas Brill, Kankakee, Illinois 
Michael Joseph Celeste, Jr., Cortland, New York 
Christopher John Cohan,* Albany, New York 
Joseph Patrick Cosgrove,* Aurora, Illinois 
James McCloskey Daschbach, Jr., Winchester, Massachusetts 
John Vincent Deffiey, Jr., Woonsocket, Rhode Island 
William Ludwig Dippel, Jr., Sacramento, California · 
Richard Lee Ehr,** Muskegon, Michigan 
John Philip Fallon, West Stockbridge, Massachusetts 
William Flick, Jr., Ai-lington, Texas 
James Peter Francis,* Elmhurst, Illinois 
Raymond Edward Fredette, Jr., Elmwood Park, Illinois 
William John Gartrell,* Garden City, New York 
William John Grifall, New Rochelle, New York 
John Edward Gustainis, Oak Knoll Manor, Addison, Illinois 
Edward Durin Lakin, Detroit, Michigan 
Thomas Leigh Lindsay,** Hammonton, New Jersey 
John Michael Lyons,** Red Lion, Pennsylvania 
Paul Vincent Marrone,* Niagara Falls, New York 
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Paul Francis Mehegan, Evanston, Wyoming 
Robert Kegle Meister,** Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Lawrence Michael Moran, Allenhurst, New Jersey. 
William James Sipes, Winfield, Kansas 
John Joseph Swift,* Springfield, Missouri 
Robert James Ward,* Brockton, Massachusetts 
Henry Thaddeus Wojton, Chicago, Illinois 
THE COLLEGE OF LAW 
The Degree of Bachelor of Laws on: 
Abdallah Samuel Adelo, Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Donald Walter Bebenek,* Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Sebastian Richard Betasso, Freeport, Pennsylvania 
James Bottornly Blcyer, ** Carterville, Illinois 
John Irvin Bradshaw, Jr.,* Indianapolis, Indiana 
James Frank Brisky, Bc;:rlin, Wisconsin· 
Edward Lawrence Burke, Jr.,** Gary, Indiana 
Donald Thomas Butler, Dowagiac, Michigan 
Joseph Patrick Canouse, Allentown, Pennsylvania 
Richard Adrian Cotter, Austin, Minnesota 
Joseph James Delisi, Avonmore, Pennsylvania 
Richard Michael DiValerio,* Erie, Pennsylvania 
Richard George Dytrych, Chicago, Illinois 
Carl Frederick Eibergcr, Jr.,* Denver, Colorado 
John Henry Gorman, Elmira Heights, New York 
Thomas James Hanrahan, Glendive, Montana 
Joseph Thompson Helling,** South Bend, Indiana 
James Jerome Herr,* Pontiac, Illinois · 
Stanley Robert Herrlinger, * Cincinnati, Ohio 
William Henry Ivimcy, Troy, New York 
James Kalo, Morgantown, West Virginia 
David Eugene Lajoie, Worcester, Massachusetts 
Edward Joseph Lanshc, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
John Howard Lynch, Waterbury, Connecticut 
John Justin Malik, Jr.; Bellaire, Ohio 
Daniel Joseph Maurin, Buffalo, New York 
Richard John McDonald, South Bend, l!idiana 
Francis Joseph McManus, Maumee, Ohio 
James Benedict Moses,* Mounds, Illinois 
Thomas Henry Murray,* Youngstown, Ohio 
Mario Antonio Pasin, Oak Park, Illinois 
Louis Arthur Pavone, Flushing, L. I., New York 
John Anthony Pietrykowski,* Toledo, Ohio 
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Donald John Prebenda,* Dearborn, Michigan 
Paul Robert Pressler,** Elkhart, Indiana 
William James Priebe,* Michigan City, Indiana 
Samuel Joseph Rodino, Elkhart, Indiana 
Robert James Ross, Erie, Pennsylvania 
Clement Howard Snyder, Canton, Minnesota 
John Joseph Syzdek, New Boston, Pennsylvania 
John Edward Tormey, Elmira, New York 
James Andrew Uhl,* Decatur, IJiinois 
Donald William Ward, Osgood, Indiana 
Robert Charles Westrick,* Hinsdale, Illinois 
John Arthur Young,* Elyria, Ohio 
THE COLLEGE OF COMMERCE 
The Degree of Bachelor of Philosophy in Commerce on: 
John Homer Andreas, Chicago, Illinois 
Walter Vincent Bernard, Jr.** Grosse Pointe Park, Michigan 
Ralph Francis Bonanata,** Mansfield, Ohio 
James Albert Buckenmyer, Toledo, Ohio 
Edward Joseph Bums,* Chicago, Illinois 
William Ralph Choutka, Berwyn, Illinois 
Joseph Sheridan Cook, Niles, Michigan 
John Patrick 'Coyne,* Cleveland, Ohio 
Arthur Landon Dowdy, Mt. Airy, North Carolina 
Kevin Robert Doyle,* Chestnut Hill, Newton, Massachusetts 
Carl James Farah, Green Bay, Wisconsin 
James Combs GreenweJI, Jr., Leonardtown, Maryland 
Thomas Joseph Griffin,* Knoxville, Tennessee 
James Austin Hernon,* Forest Hills, New York 
Donald Gerard Hicks, Detroit, Michigan 
Joseph Raymond Juricic, Joliet, Illinois 
George Thomas Kelton, WaJiace, Idaho 
John Edward Kenefick,** Mankato, Minnesota 
James Albert Kuehn,** Viroqua, Wisconsin 
John Douglas Libert, Merion Station, Pennsylvania 
Joseph Patrick Maloney, Washington, D. C. 
John Joseph Mcinerney, Chicago, Illinois 
Lawrence McNally, Winnetka, Illinois 
Samuel Edward Overton, South Haven, Michigan 
James Keenan Pickert, Batavia, New York 
John Charles Sheerin, Kokomo, Indiana 
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Ronald Leander Smith, Lorain, Ohio 
David John Stone, Rockford, Illinois 
Thomas William Stuhler, Jr.,* Rouseville, Pennsylvania 
Robert Francis Swiercz,** Chicago, Illinois 
Anthony Joseph Trigiani, Bangor, Pennsylvania. 
Edward Joseph Walsh,* New York, New York 
The Degree of Bachelor of Science in Commerce on: 
Carlos Alberto Amaiz,* Caracas, Venezuela, South America 
John William Anderson, III,* Laurel, Maryland 
Engene Nicholas Andrisevic, Kansas City, Kansas 
Richard Paul Anton, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Richard Francis Ash, St. Louis, Missouri 
Joseph Spero Azar, Greenville, Mississippi 
Robert Joseph Baier, Convent Station, New Jersey 
John Edwin Baumgarten,* Saginaw, Michigan 
LeRoy Francis Bazany,* Chicago, Illinois 
Emil David Berg,* Detroit, Michigan 
Paul Cottingham Berry, Columbus, Ohio 
John Matthew Bierbusse, Batesville, Indiana 
William Raymond Biermann, Wichita, Kansas 
Philip Alfred Bir, Lagrange, Indiana 
James Francis Boesen, Des Moines, Iowa 
Robert Nicholas Boller, Chicago, Illinois 
William Cyril Bord, Youngstown, Ohio 
William Joseph Bornhofen, 'Chicago, Illinois 
Kenneth Alexius Boulay, Jr., Fond duLac, Wisconsin 
James Joseph Bouley, Oak Park, Illinois · 
Fred Michael Brand, Wausau, Wisconsin 
Richard Theodore Braun, Jr., Port Arthur, Texas 
Hugh George Bray, Grand Forks, North Dakota 
Raymond Philip Brehm,~ Twin Lakes, Wisconsin 
James Doyle Brewer, Jr., Canton, Mississippi 
Marvin John Brezette, Jr., Indianapolis, Indiana 
Edward Hill Brown, Jr.,* Evanston, Illinois 
David Lisbon Browne, II,* Norton, Kansas 
James Michael Browne, Jamaica, New York 
Raymond Joseph Bubick, South Bend, Indiana 
William Henry Burke, Clinton, Massachusetts 
Charles Richard 'Callahan, Milton, Massachusetts 
Franklin Delano Capitanini,* River Forest, Illinois 
John Augustus Casey, Mason City, Iowa 
John Patrick Casey, Streator, Illinois 
Richard Albert Castellini, Cincinnati, Ohio 
William Francis Cavanagh,* Oak Park, Illinois 






Richard Harold Colloton, Mason City, Iowa 
Thomas Patrick Connors, Jr., Old Westbury, New Jersey 
Michael John Corken, Rock Island, Illinois 
Joseph Aloysius Courand, Jr., San Antonio, Texas 
Joseph Rex Crowley, Amarillo, Texas 
Robert Edward Cummings, Jr., Bennington, Vermont 
James Thornton Dalton, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
William Joseph Daly, Chicago, Illinois 
Joseph Charles D'Antoni, Natchez, Mississippi 
John Louis Darago, Akron, Ohio 
Robert Herbert Davidson, Sierre Madre, California 
Francis Martin Dean, Sterling, Illinois 
James Henry DeCoursey, Jr., Kansas City, Kansas 
Carnie! Paul DeKeizer, Mishawaka, Indiana 
Richard Francis Delmonte, Auburn, New York 
Richard Joseph Deniger, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin 
Joseph Arthur Depies, New Holstein, Wisconsin 
David Andrew Deweese,* Muskegon, Michigan 
Odi!io Marino Diaz, Coral Gables, Florida 
John Thomas Dillon, Gerard, Ohio 
George John Dolak, III,** Evergreen Park, Illinois 
John Charles Donaher, Jr., New Kensington, Pennsylvania 
Richard Francis Donnelly, Jamaica, L. I., New York 
Joseph Francis Dooley, Westfield, New Jersey 
Jay Dwight Douglas, Pawtucket, Rhode Island 
George William Duffy," Tuckahoe, New York 
Leon Varley Dulion, Pensacola, Florida 
James Andrew Durkin,** Rockford, Illinois 
John Leonard Dury, Wantagh, L. I., New York 
John Howard Dwyer, Fairfield, Connecticut 
Theodore Herman Eckert,** Lincolnwood, Illinois 
Richard Hardy Ellis, Dallas, Texas 
John William Engelhardt, Wauwatosa, Wisconsin 
Joseph James Enzler, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Vernon Paul Essi,** Lakewood, Ohio 
Robert Joseph Eveld, South Bend, Indiana 
James Robert Ewald,* Tiffin, Ohio 
Edward Joseph Ewing, Jr., Detroit, Michigan 
William John Fagan, Hibbing, Minnesota 
William Joseph Faimon, North Hollywood, California 
Joseph John Falk, Gary, Ind~ana 
James Clement Ferron, Appleton, Wisconsin 
Gerard Joseph Finney, Detroit, Michigan 
John Joseph Fish, Dearborn, Michigan 
Edward John Flocco, Jr.,** Brooklyn, New York 
Paul Edward Forsman, Jr., Larchmont, New York 
Bruce Brian Fox,* Dover, Delaware 
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David Barthelmes Foy, Chicago, Illinois 
James Morgan Fremgen,* Arlington Heights, Illinois 
Robert John Fries, Erie, Pennsylvania 
Armando Michael Galardo, Watertown, New York 
Charles George Gallagher,* Lakewood, Ohio · 
William James Ganson,* Joliet, Illinois 
Joseph Paul Gilsinger,* Beaver Dam, Wisconsin 
Joseph Eugene Giovanini,* Rock Springs, Wyoming 
Lawrence Gotuaco, Manila, Philippines 
Alfred Edward Gschwind, Reedsburg, Wisconsin 
William James Guilfoile,** Fond du Lac, Wisconsin 
William Charles Hamel, Toledo, Ohio 
Daniel William Hammer, East Cleveland, Ohio 
Richard Frederick Hammer, Marshallville, Ohio 
William Jude Hank,* Chicago, Illinois 
Bruce Clark Harrison, Manhasset, New York 
James Searle Hearons, Chicago, Illinois 
John Edward Herbert, Auburn, New York 
E. A. Donald Hicks, Watertown, Wisconsin 
Michael Harold Higgins, Bloomfield, New Jersey 
George William Hill, Ne\'i Orleans, Louisiana 
John Euclid Hipskind,* South Bend, Indiana 
Thomas Reed Heiliger, Chicago, Illinois 
Earl Eugene Holmes, Scranton, Pennsylvania 
Richard Henry Honingford, Delphos, Ohio 
Eugene William Howley,* Austin, Minnesota 
George Harold Hubbard, Mount Pulaski, Illinois. 
William Joseph Huber, La Grange Park, Illinois 
Arthur James Hunter, Akron, Ohio 
Mel Richard Jiganti, Chicago, Illinois 
Roy Bernard Johns, Janesville, Wisconsin · 
Cater Harry Joseph, Austin, Texas 
Laurence Alois Kallfelz, Middletown, Connecticut 
William Joseph Keary, Baltimore, Maryland 
Jerome O'Neill Keating, Dallas, Texas 
Robert Paul Keating, Fitchburg, Massachusetts 
Howard Allan Kelly, Riverside, California 
James Joseph Kelly, Riverside, Illinois 
Peter Kelly,* Chicago, Illinois 
John Edward Kelsch,** Erie, Pennsylvania 
Donald Joseph Kennedy, Lakewood, Ohio 
Ronald Augustus Kersting, Tampa,. Florida 
James Franklyn Kettles, Gary, Indiana 
Gerald Joseph Kiefer,* Floral Park, New York 
Alfred LaFlamme King, Concord, New Hampshire 
James Patrick Kramer,* Bismarck, North Dakota 
Paul Martin Kraus, Toledo, Ohio 
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Raymond Earl Kreher, Jr., Columbus, Ohio 
Herman Lawrence Kricgshauser, Richmond Heights, Missouri 
Robert Walter Krop, Chicago, Illinois 
Raymond Joseph Kurowski,* South Bend, Indiana 
Joseph Philip Lamkin, Chicago, Illinois 
James LeRoy Lantis, Sioux City, Iowa -
John Joseph Lattner, Chicago, Illinois 
John Francis Laughlin, Evanston, Illinois 
Michael Robert Laughlin, Evanston, Illinois 
John Norbert Lawless, Irvington, New Jersey 
Cletus Henry Lee, Jr., Chicago, Illinois 
William Edward Lenihan, Jr., Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Patrick Joseph Lernihan, Michigan City, Indiana 
Bernardo Bam Chiong Li, Manila, Philippines 
William Bernard Loftus, Chicago, Illinois 
Albert Siegmund Lohmann, South Bend, Indiana 
Guy Gilbert Macina, Jr., Chicago, Illinois 
Edward Eugene Madigan, Oakland, California 
Joseph Denis Madigan; Jr., Oak Park, Illinois 
Robert Joseph Maley, Jr.,* Richmond, Indiana 
Christopher Emanuel Malone, Jr., Short Hills, New Jersey 
Anthony Mario Mandolini,* Elmwood Park, Illinois 
Richard Thomas Martin, Jr., Nashville, Tennessee 
Jerrold F. Masel, South Bend, Indiana 
Romano Louis Mazzoli, ** Louisville, Kentucky 
Mark Range McCabe, Riverhead, New York 
William Ronald McClure, Hillsdale, Michigan 
James Miller McComb,* Clinton, Iowa 
Thomas Albert McDermott, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
Edward Joseph McGinn, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
John Allan McGraw, Springfield, Ohio 
Richard Francis McNamara, Noblesville, Indiana 
David Emmett Meagher, St. Cloud, Minnesota 
Robert Smith Meehan, Spring Lake, New Jersey 
John Phillip Mertens, Tuckahoe, New York 
Richard Eugene Metten, Kenosha, Wisconsin 
William Arthur Meyer,* Cleveland, Ohio 
Theodore Michalak,* South Bend, Indiana 
Edson George Miller,* Washington, Pennsylvania 
Raymond Hubert Moran,* Memphis, Tennessee 
William John Morley, Chicago, Illinois 
Joseph John Muhlherr, Guthrie, Oklahoma 
James Francis Mullane, Lockport, New York 
John Arthur Mullane, Lockport, New York 
Lawrence John Mullin, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
Edward Ninion Murphy, Portland, Oregon 
Richard Franklin Murphy, Aurora, Illinois 
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Robert Stephen Nanovic,* Palmerton, Pennsylvania 
Thomas James Nessinger,* Chicago, Illinois 
Michael Kevin Neville, Buffalo, New York 
Robert Duncan O'Brian, Passaic, New Jersey 
Gerald Edward O'Connor, Chicago, Illinois 
Joseph John O'Gara, Urbana, Ohio 
Edmundo Molina Olea, Bogota, Colombia, South America 
James Martin O'Neill, Armstrong, Iowa 
Peter Joseph Palughi,* Mobile, Alabama 
Arthur Louis Paskalis, Scranton, Pennsylvania 
James Frederick Paxton,* Paducah, Kentucky 
Alexander Anthony Petrillo, Wilmington, Delaware 
Stephen Andrew Pipoly, Chicago, Illinois 
Max Jerome Plante, Detroit, Michigan 
Robert Dennis Peden, Chicago, Illinois 
George Gordon Ponton,* Frankfort, Indiana 
Jerome Post, South Bend, Indiana 
James Alphonse Pudlowski, St. Louis, Missouri 
Joseph Gerard Quain, Summit, New Jersey 
Vincent John Raymond, Jr., Detroit, Michigan 
Richard Paul Ready,* Ossining, New York 
John Joseph Redden, South Bend, Indiana 
Robert Lee Reitz,* Piqua, Ohio 
Donald Edward Rellins,** Chicago, Illinois 
John William Reuba,* Kalamazoo, Michigan 
John Stephen Reynolds, Maplewood, New Jersey 
William Diomar Reynolds, Chicago, Illinois 
Wilfred Francis Rice,* Elmhurst, Illinois 
Robert John Rigali, Oak Park, Illinois 
Lewis Guy Rink, Chicago, Illinois 
John George Riva, New York, New York 
Edward Dana Rodgers, Providence, Rhode Island 
Richard Michael Rogers, Jr., Malverne, L. I., New York 
Paul John Rohman, Jr.,* Grand Rapids, Michigan 
Clement Theodore Romer, Jr., Foster, Ohio 
Richard Anthony Rosenthal, St. Louis, Missouri 
Donald Edwin Ross, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Richard William Ryal, Detroit, Michigan 
Lawrence Cornelius Saxe, Flint, Michigan 
John Joseph Schlegel, Detroit, Michigan 
John Allan Schloegel, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
George Eugene Schroeder, Ottawa, Ohio 
Thomas Joseph Senese, Gary, Indiana 
John Francis Sexton,* Minneapolis, Minnesota 
William Patrick Shannon, St. Albans, Vermont 
Edward Francis Shaughnessy,* Chicago, Illinois 






Francis Allan Sheahan, Beloit, Wisconsin 
James Francis Silver, Jr., Asbury Park, New Jersey 
Eugene Thomas Slegowski, Reading, Pennsylvania 
Sylvester Daniel Smaldone, Saratoga Springs, New York 
Joseph William Smearing, Lakeville, New York 
John Joseph Smith, Oak Park, Illinois 
John William Snakard, Jr.,* Great Neck, New York 
William Walker Stanley, Garden City, L. I., New York 
Joseph Burks Stevinson, Kansas City, Missouri 
John Edward Stoddard, Brooklyn, New York 
William Cullen Streeter, Miami, Florida 
John Carl Strickroot,** Palm Beach, Florida 
James Joseph Stuhler, Hinsdale, Illinois 
Gregory Patrick Sullivan,* Ridgewood, New Jersey 
Philip Scott Sullivan, McKeesport, Pennsylvania 
William Joseph Sullivan, Chicago, Illinois 
William Stanley Sullivan, De Kalb, Illinois 
Gustav Peter Sundstrom, Chicago, IllinoiS 
Louis Ray Tabit, Montgomery, West Virginia 
Douglas Edwin Talbot, Joliet, Illinois 
Jacobo Reinaldo Tefel, Managua, Nicaragua 
Samuel Louis Tiano, Clarksburg, West Virginia 
Paul Joseph Tierney, Glen Ellyn, Illinois 
William James Timmermann, Breese, Illinois 
Mark Stenson Tolle, Dallas, Texas 
George Thomas Tranter, Middletown, Ohio 
John Raymond Trucano, Deadwood, South Dakota 
Martin Cooney Tuch, Chicago, Illinois 
John Francis Tuerk, Oak Park, Ilinois 
Robert Harry Urbanski, South Bend, Indiana 
Neil Robert Vasconcellos, Honolulu, Hawaii 
John Francis Visintine, Columbus, Ohio 
Robert Michael Von Hoene, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Charles Guerin Wagner, Indianapolis, Indiana 
Walter Cornelius Wagner, Jr.,* Louisville, Kentucky 
Robert Thomas Wallace, Bronx, New York · 
Andrew Curran Walsh,* St. Louis, Missouri 
Charles John Weber, Tonawanda, New York 
John Lawrence Weigand, Jr., Wichita, Kansas 
Leonard Madigan Welch,* Lexington, Kentucky 
Joseph Richard Wester, Toledo, Ohio 
Robert Francis White, Naugatuck, Connecticut 
Robert Eugene Wickham, Kewanee, Illinois 
Joseph Phillip Yazvac, Farrell, Pennsylvania 
Robert Cua Yao, Manila, Philippines 
Rornie Nato Zanetti, Battle Creek, Michigan 
Joseph Alexander Ziemba, Jr.,* Reading, Pennsylvania 
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